Public favors land swap for new police station

Fashaw says current facility is insufficient in size, technology, parking and visibility and foster a better relationship with the community, be better equipped to handle arrests, provide proper accommodations for domestic violence victims, serve walk-up complaints and provide sufficient parking.

He said integrating the police department into the city-owned Allen AME Church on Franklin Street would bring 300 schoolchildren and parents.

Physical and mental health services would be close to the police station.

The change in technology required for police departments to operate efficiently requires more space for equipment, he said.

Schooner American back at berth

The schooner American arrived April 22 to the Lobster House on Schellinger’s Landing following a trip up Delaware Bay for cleaning and painting. The schooner is a steel replica of a wooden schooner but the houses on her deck and masts were removed from an original schooner.

State OKs medical cannabis facilities to sell recreational

At an April 11 special city manager meeting, ERTC, Cape May Mayor Michael Floyd, led the stakeholders in reviewing the proposed plans.

In southern New Jersey, the CRC also approved regulations for cultivation in Burlington, Edgewater Park and Bordentown, and for Cultivate, LLC and Cultivated Care Company in Vineland and Bridgeton.

Legalization is in place for 13 locations in the state, according to Attorney General Matt Martellone.

He said integrating the police department into the church would bring 300 schoolchildren and parents.
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